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Abstract. Let M be a differentiable manifold and S a (1, l)-tensor field on M. All natural 
(1, 2)-tensor fields which are of the same type as the Nijenhuis tensor Ns are found. It is proved 
that an affine connection polynomially naturally induced from S does not exist. All connections 
naturally induced from a given symmetric affine connection and from the tensor field S such 
that their torsion tensors are multiples of the Nijenhuis tensor are found. The conditions under 
which these connections are almost complex connections are deduced. 
Key words. Affine connections, natural differential operator, differential invariant, Nijenhuis 
tensor, almost complex structure, almost complex connection. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
This paper has been motivated by the theorem of Kobayashi and Nomizu [2], 
see also Yano [9]. 
Theorem of Kobayashi and Nomizu: Every almost complex manifold M with 
an almost complex structure / admits an almost complex affine connection V 
such that the torsion of V is l/SNj9 where Nj is the Nijenhuis tensor (or the torsion) 
of the almost complex structure J. 
Kobayashi and Nomizu have given an example of such connection which is 
defined by 
(1.1) VXY = VXY - K(X, Y), 
where V is an arbitrary symmetric affine connection on M and K is a (l,2)-tensor 
field defined by 
(1.2) 4K(X, Y) = (VjyJ) X + J(VX) X + 2J(VXJ) Y 
and X, Y are some vector fields on M. 
In this paper we try to explain why an auxiliary symmetric connection V is 
needed in the proof of the above Theorem of Kobayashi and Nomizu. We try to 
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answer two questions: 1. Does there exist a connection on M naturally polynomially 
induced from a (l,l)-tensor field only (without using an auxiliary connection)? 
2. Is the connection of Kobayashi and Nomizu a unique affine connection naturally 
induced from a given symmetric affine connection and the almost complex 
structure J satisfying 8Tor V = Nj and VJ = 0? 
We shall use the methods of the general theory of natural bundles and natural 
differential operators, Janyska [1], Nijenhuis [7], Terng [8]. For the convenience 
of the actual coordinate calculations we shall use the methods of Krupka and 
Janygka [5], Krupka and Mikolasova [6]. 
All our considerations are in the category C00. 
The author would like to thank Professor O. Kowalski for his helpful discussions 
and remarks. 
2. NATURAL TENSORS OF THE N I J E N H U I S TYPE 
Let S be a (l,l)-tensor field on Af, dim M = n, (not necessarily an almost 
complex structure). The Nijenhuis tensor of S (or the torsion of S) is the (l,2)-tensor 
field Ns defined by 
(2.1) NS(X, Y) = 2{[SX, SY] + S
2[X, Y] - S[X, SY] - S[SX, Y]}9 
where X, Y are arbitrary vector fields on M and [,] denotes the Lie bracket. It is 
obvious that NS(X, Y) = —NS(Y,X) and from P.l) the coordinate expression 
of Ns is given by 
(2.2, Nj*,, - i{«f&> **,) - *j&> «e> - s i w i S a . + SiWiSal 
C o x OX OXJ ox J 
where (*'), 1 ^ f ^ », are some local coordinates on M and *Sj(x) is the coordinate 
expression of the tensor field S. 
In the sense of the general geometrical theory of natural differential operators, 
£l], [8], the Nijenhuis tensor is a natural differential operator of order one from 
Tilfl)M(the space of (l,l)-tensors on M) to TM ® A2T*M. Under natural tensor 
field of the Nijenhuis type we shall understand a natural differential operator 
(of finite order) from T(itl)M to T(i>2)M which is polynomial of degree two. By 
[5], [8] such an operator of finite order r is uniquely determined by an Z£+1-equi-
variant mapping (differential invariant of Z£+1) from TrnP = J
r
0{R
n, P) to V, where 
Pis the type fibre of the functor r*1-^, i.e. P = Rn <g> Rn* with the tensor action 
of the group Lj, and V is the type fibre of the functor r ( l j 2 ) , i.e. V = Rn® ®2 
Rn* with the tensor action of L\. The group Un is the r-th differential group 
formed by all invertible Hets from Rn into Rn with source and target in the 
origin of Rn. 
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Let (Slj), 1 ^ i,j g n9 be the canonical global coordinates on P, then on T
r
nP 
there are the induced coordinates (Sljy £j ,m , ..., Sj,mi...wr), 1 g i,j\ m, mi9 ..., mr g 
< #i, defined by S},mi...mX/>) = Dmiims{a)) (0), 5 = 0,1, ..., r, f0a e TJP. Let 
(dj, ..., ^...JV), 1 ^ «, 7 I , ...,yr = WJ be the canonical coordinates on LJ, i.e. 
4 I . . . J S 0 » = r^,...yy).(0), J = 1, ..., r,7'S« e ZJ, a: J?" - tf", a(0) = 0. Then the 
coordinate expression of the action L\ on P can be written as 
(2.3) S*j = aftb% 





i-e- bjlmmja(ioai) = a
ijl..js(Jo
0C~1)i s = lr •••»''• The action (2.3) of L}n on P induces 
the action of Lrn
+l on TrnP which is given in the canonical coordinates by (2.3) 
and by the formal differentiation of (2.3) up to the order r. For instance, if r = 1, 
the action of L2n on T\P is given by (2.3) and 
(2.4) Sj,m = a^Kfi'b) + aliSl^jK + SJ6JJ. 
The action of L^ on T%P is given by (2.3), (2.4) and the formal differentiation of 
(2.4), etc. 
Let 
r+1 . e 
(2.5) e^z? J B * - 9 
* = 1 dah...js 
be a member of the Lie algebra lrn
+1 ofLr„+i. The fundamental vector field on TrnP 
related to the action of Lrn
+1 on TrnP can be expressed by 
(2.6) s(r;;p)=r£V-JOT) &...,,, 
where 3\x'"js(TrnP) are vector fields on T
r
nP. In the induced coordinates 
(2.7) E/^(T;P)= J ,T mt e a y ' 
where 5 = 1, ..., r + 1 and eeZ£+ 1 is the unity, i.e. e =7o + 1 idj«-
Let (ujk), 1 g /,/, fc ̂  «, be the canonical global coordinates on V. The action 
of L\ on V is given in the coordinates by 
(2.8) v'Jk - «£>;&$&;. 
Then the corresponding fundamental vector field on V induced by £ e l\ is 
expressed by 




(2.io) s^ = {j%)eK 
= VK - v&t - vtf) 8 
K 
To calculate differential invariants we shall use the following 
Lemma 1. Let U and W be two Lrn-manifolds,f: U -> W a mapping. The following 
conditions are equivalent'. 
(i) / is a differential invariant. 
(ii) For each element £ e lr„ 
(2.11) V = 0, 
where d^ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to f, and there exists an element 
Av e £J
(""> such that f(A0u) = A0f(u) for all ueU. 
For the proof see [3], [5]. 
As a corollary of Lemma 1 we obtain that/: TrnP -> V is a differential invariant 
of the group Lrn
+1 if and only if the vector fields 3{l"tJs(Tr„P) and S/l"'*(F), s = 




< 0, such that f(A0p) = A0f(p), p e T
r
nP. Let us remark that EJ
l'"Js(V) is the zero 
vector field if s *z 2. 
Lemma 2. Polynomial differential invariants from Tr„P to V depend on variables 
from T\P only. 
Proof. If / : Tr„P -+ V is a differential invariant, then the vector fields E\{TrnP) 
and S{(V) are /-related. From (2.7) 
(2.12) 3((rjP) - £ ( ^ f ^ ) e w • 
If v*c =sfbc(Sq>Spqfmi,.~,S
p
qfmi_mr) is the coordinate expression of/, then by 
Lemma 1 fte have to satisfy the following system of partial differential equations 
(2.13) tf'^V^--
- WL - f'A - flM-
From the coordinate expression of the action of U„*i on T\f we obtain for i = y 
(no summation over i) the system 
«-° OS;,,,,...., 
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By [5] it follows that polynomial solutions of (2.14) have to be polynomials of 
degrees as in variables S
p
ttni_ms,s = 0, ..., r, such that 
(2.15) £s.aa = l. 
M-0 
(2.15) is satisfied for arbitrary a0, at = 1 and a{ = 0, 1 < / ^ r. Thus polynomial 
differential invariants from Tr„P to V depend on Spq (in any degree) and on S
p
tm 
(linearly) only which proves our Lemma 2. 
Corollary 1. Every non-zero polynomial natural differential operator of finite 
order from T{ltl)M to T(U2)M is of order one. 
Now we are able to prove the following 
Proposition 1. Ifn^.2, there exists a 9-parameter family of natural tensor fields 
of the Nijenhuis type. This family is a vector space over R generated by the tensor 
fields NS9 S (g> d(tr S), d(tr S) <g> 5, / <g> C
l
2(S (g> d(tr 5)), Cl(S <g> d(tr S)) ® /, 
(/ ® d(tr S)) tr 5, (d(tr S) (g> /) tr S, I ® d(tr S2), d(tr S2) <g> /, where tr denotes the 
trace of S, C) denotes the contraction with respect to the i-th superscript and j-th 
subscript, d is the exterior derivative and I = {5j) is the absolute invariant tensor 
field. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 every tensor field of the Nijenhuis type is given by 
a quadratic mapping from T\P to V which can be expressed in the coordinates by 
(2-16) 4* = A&V,2S$SU. 
where Aftg2 are real coefficients. From L -̂equivariancy of (2.16) we obtain that 
A'jkp'2 is a n absolute invariant tensor, [5], i.e. 
(2-17) ^ 2 = EcX(y ,^)%)^) . 
a 
where o runs all permutations of four indices (/, k, p, r) and c9 e R. Further 
3Jlj2(T^P) and S{lj2(V) have to be related with respect to (2.16), i.e. 
Using (2.4) and (2.17) we obtain for 24 coefficients c9 a system of linear homogene-
ous equations which has 9 independent variables and (2.16) has the expression 
(2.19) v'Jk = A^SJSi,., - S?S
lj,m - SlSZj + Sljgfj + 
+ A2SjSmtk 4- A3SkSmj + A4djSkSmp + A5okSjSmtP 4-
+ A6d'jS>ikSZ + A^SIJSZ + As8'jS>ms;tk + 
+ AtSiS'JSlj, 
where At e R, i = 1, ..., 9. 
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It is easy to see that (2.19) is the differential invariant which corresponds to the 
family of natural tensor fields of the Nijenhuis type given by Proposition 1. 
The Nijenhuis tensor Ns is the unique operator from the list of natural operators 
of Proposition 1 the values of which are in TM ®A2T*M. Using the anti-
symmetrisation with respect to subscripts we immediately obtain 
Corollary 2. / / n ;> 2, there exists a 5-parameter family of natural differential 
operators of the Nijenhuis type from T(1,1)M to TM ®A2T*M. This family is 
a linear combination (with real coefficients) of operators Ns, SA d(tr £), I A 
A C\(S <g> d(tr S)), (I A d(tr 5)) tr S,1 A d(tr S2), where A denotes the tensor product 
combined with the antisymmetrisation with respect to subscripts. 
Corollary 3. The Nijenhuis tensor Nj is the unique non-trivial operator of the 
Nijenhuis type which transforms a given almost complex structure J to & (l,2)-tensor 
field. 
Proof. If / is an almost complex structure, then tr / = 0 and tr J2 = — n. 
Our Corollary 3 now immediately follows from Proposition 1 putting S = / . 
3. C O N N E C T I O N S NATURALLY I N D U C E D 
FROM A (U)-TENSOR F I E L D 
Let CM -• M be the fibred space of elements of affine connections on M, i.e. C 
is a lifting functor of order 2 with the type fibre Q = Rn (g) ®2Rn*, where the action 
of the group L2 on Q is given, in the canonical coordinates (Ty£), 1 ^ i,j, k g n, by 
(3-D T/k = afrfflbl + bfo. 
Under an affine connection of order r naturally induced from a (l,l)-tensor 
field we understand a natural differential operator of order r from TilA)M to CM. 
Every such operator is uniquely given by an Z£+1-equivariant mapping from TrnP 
to Q. By Lemma 1 if/: TrnP -+ Q is a differential invariant, then the corresponding 
fundamental vector fields on TrnP and Q are /-related. The fundamental vector 
fields on VnP are given by (2.7) and from (3.1) 
(3.2, ' m-^.TFi~«ri-T*-T*>lr.. 
(3.3) ^ . ( J G j L ) . ^ - 4 « w + W ) ^ - . 
Using the same methods as in Lemma 2 we deduce that all polynomial L^+ 1-equi-
variant mappings from Tr„P to Q depend on variables from TxnP only and so all 
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polynomial natural affine connections naturally depending on a (l,l)-tensor field 
and its finite order derivatives are of order one. 
Lemma 3. There is no non-zero polynomial L*-equivariant mapping from T„P to Q. 
Proof. From Lemma 1, (2.7), (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain that every differential 
invariant from T^P to Q has to satisfy the following system of partial differential 
equations 
(3.4) (SfSi - S!*$yk + (ftsi, - S?r8
J
q - SIM-I&- = 
= ttflc-fuAl-fWl> 
(3.5) (StSi'H2 + SfSffi1 - SfSffi - Sf8J/5Jq
2) $!k. = 
dSir 
where Tbc
a= /JC(SJ, SJ,r) is the coordinate expression of/ : T*P -+ Q. 
By [5] a polynomial solution of (3.4) has to be a sum of polynomials which are 
linear in SpqtT and of arbitrary degrees in S
p
q, i.e. 
(3.6) fabc = i A g f t & s j X * . . . s£r, 
m 
where m = 0, 1, ... and ^ p * ; ; ; ^ are absolute invariant tensors. (3.6) has to satisfy 
the system (3.5). Substituting (3.6) into (3.5) we obtain for every m a contradiction 
which proves our Lemma 3. 
From Lemma 3 it immediately follows 
Proposition 2. There is no non-zero polynomial affine connection of finite order 
naturally induced from a (1,1)- tensor field. 
Remark 1. From Proposition 2 it follows that a connection, depending naturally 
on an almost complex structure only such that its torsion tensor is a multiple 
of the Nijenhuis tensor, does not exist. This is the reason why Kobayashi and 
Nomizu had to use an auxiliary symmetric connection. 
4. ON N O N - U N I Q U E N E S S OF THE ALMOST COMPLEX 
C O N N E C T I O N 
Now let an affinp connection V be naturally induced from a given symmetric 
affine connection V and a (l,l)-tensor field 5, i.e. V(V, S) is a natural differential 
operator from CSM ® T
{1A)M to CM, where CSM is the subbundle in CM formed 
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by elements of all symmetric affine connections on M and © denotes the Whitney's 
sum. It is obvious that such a connection V can be expressed by 
(4.1) VXY - VXY - L(X, Y), 
where X, Y are arbitrary vector fields on M and L is a (l,2)-tensor field naturally 
induced from V and S, i.e. L is a natural dlflFerential operator from CSM <g> T
(1,1)M 
to r(1»2)Af. 
We shall need the following 




n be the 
kernel of the canonical group homomorphism if'1 : Lrn -» L*, n
rtl(jr0v) = ./Ja, and 
n : W -* WlKrn the canonical projection onto the orbit space. Each L
r
n~equivariant 
mapping f: W -* U is of the form 
(4.2) / = F O T I , 
where F : WjKrn -+ U is a uniquely determined L\-equivariant mapping. 
For the proof see [4], [5]. 
Proposition 3. All affine connections V on M naturally induced from a symmetric 
affine connection V and a {1 jy tensor field S such that 
(4.3) TorV = >Ws, 
X e JR, are of the form 
(4.4) VXY = VXY - {<*S(VYS) I + (a + 2k) S{VXS) Y + 
+ P(VSXS) Y + (p + 2X) (VSYS) X) - P(X, Y\ 
where a, p e R and P is a natural differential operator from CSM © T
(lti)M to 
TM®Q T*M. 
Proof. Every desired connection is of the form (4.1) and the assumption (4.3) 
implies 
(4.5) XNS(X, Y) = L(F, X) - L(X, Y). 
Hence we have to find natural differential operators L from CSM ® r
( 1 , 1 )Mto 
T(1>2)M satisfying (4.5). Let L be an r-th order operator, then the corresponding 
differential invariant is an I£+2-equivariant mapping from TrnQsxTn+
lp to V9 
Qs s R* <g> o
2 Rn* cz Q. The canonical coordinates (F^), j ^ fc, on Qs and (Sf) 
on P induce the coordinates (ry7j, r^M l , . . . , r^mi..mr, Sj, Sj,mi, ..., Sj,mi...Wr+1), 
1 £ mx ^ m2 g ... ^ /i, on r;e sxr„
r+ lP. Let us consider on T^xT'/1?* • 
r ^ 1, the system of functions 
(4*6) F/*mi...m3 — F(^>mi...ms), s = 0, . . . , r , 
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<4-7) RjU;mi;..,,m„ s = 0 , . . . , r - l , 
<4-8) Sj,mi;... :mJ, s = 0,. . . ,r + l, 
where (Jk, mv ... ms) denotes the symmetrisation of the indices, RJkl is the formal 
curvature tensor of rjk, i.e. 
(4-9) R/k^rl.-rjU + r^-r;^,, 
and ";" denotes the formal covariant derivative with respect to fjk , i.e. for instance 
(4.io) s;:t = s;,t + r p Js;-r y j# , . 
In general, the .s-th formal covariant derivative is deduced formally in the same 
way as the .y-th covariant derivative of a tensor field with respect to a symmetric 
affine connection. The systems of functions (4.6) — (4.8) contain a subsystem defining 
a global chart on TrnQs x T
r
n




be called an adapted chart and the functions belonging to an adapted chart will 
be called adapted coordinates. 
If r = 0, then (!}*, S'j9 S}.k) form a new global chart on Qs x T^P which will 
be also called an adapted chart. 




+1P -• V determines a unique Lj-equivariant mapping F: {TrnQsx 
x Trn
+1P)/Krn
+2 -+ V such that / = Fon. 
Calculating the L^-equivariant mapping F in some adapted coordinates we 
deduce that F is a function of R}uimil...ima9 s = 0, . . . , r - 1, and 5J.mi;...sli-, 
s = 0, ..., r + 1, only, i.e. F is the sum of 
(4 .11) Vjk = Fjk(R)kl, . . . , R}w;mi;...;mr-i> ^i» "•» ^;i"i;...;mr+i) 
r ^ 1, and 
(4.12) t;}, = ^(S},S};fc). 
From the assumption (4.5) it follows that we are interested in this part of the 
Lj-equivariant mapping (4.12) which is linear in Sj and Sj.'k. By Lemma 1 such 
a polynomial mapping has to satisfy the following system of partial differential 
equations 
(413) b£]e^Hi£Ni-" 
By [5] the desired polynomial solution of (4.13) has the form 
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(4.14) F'Jk - a^jSSS*., + aASpl, + aJfipSl., + 
+ aASffi., + a58




ljSpkSl;q + a^Sp^ + 
+ d„«}5fSS, + a128lSp%p + anS'jS;., + a ^ S f , , + 
+ a15S'jSP.k + a16SkS
p
P.j + anS










where ate R, i = 1, ..., 24. From (4.5) we have F(, - Fjt = A/Vj* and by (2.2) 
(4.15) a22 -
 fl2i = 2A, a24 - <*23 =
 2 »̂ 
«*+i = «», /» = 2 g + l , £ = 0, . . . ,9. 
Let us put a2i =
 a> a23 — /*> then the differential invariant corresponding to L 
is of the form 
(4.16) LlJk = *SPS% k + (a + 21) s X y + 0SJSj|., + 





where P^ = Fkj includes the symmetiic solutions of (4.13) and symmetric LjJ-equi-
variant mappings given by (4.11). It is easy to see that the differential invariant 
(4.16) corresponds to the operator which can be expressed by 
(4.17) L(X, Y) = <xS(VYS) X + (a + 2X) S{VXS) Y + 
+ p(VsxS) Y + (P + 2k) (Vsr5) X + P(X, Y), 
which proves our Proposition 3. 
From now let S be an almost complex structure on M, i.e. S = J, J1, = — /. 
The connection (4.4) coincides with the example of Kobayashi and Nomizu if and 
only if X = 1/8, a = 1/4, /? = 0 and P is the zero tensor field. 
Proposition 4. Let M be an almost complex manifold with an almost complex 
structure J. Then a natural connection V given by (4.4) is an almost complex connec-
tion if and only if 
(4.18) VXY = Vxr - K(X, Y) - P(X, Y), 
where K(X, Y) is given by (1.2) and P(X, Y) satisfies 
(4.19) P(X,Y)= -JP(X,JY). 
Proof. Let VXY = VXF - L(X, Y), where L(X, Y) is given by (4.17). From the 
assumption VJ = 0 we obtain /(Vx10 = VX(JY) which implies 
(4.20) (V*J) Y = UX, JY) - JL(X, Y). 
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Substituting (4.17) into (4.20) and using 0 = Vx /
2 = (VXJ) J 4- J(VXJ) we obtain 
(4.21) 0 = ( - 1 + 2a + 4A) (VXJ) Y + 2p(WJXJ) JY + 
+ (p + 2k - a) ((WJYJ) JX - (Vr/) X) + P(X, JY) - JP(X, Y\ 
which implies our Proposition 4. 
Remark 2. The example of Kobayashi and Nomizu is not unique natural almost 
complex connection satisfying Tor V = kNj. But other natural almost complex 
connections satisfying this condition differ from the example of Kobayashi and 
Nomizu only by a natural symmetric (with respect to subscripts) (l,2)-tensor field 
which satisfies (4.19). Such non-trivial tensor fields exist. For instance 
(4.22) P = IO C\l(J ® VJ) + / O C\ VJ, 
where O denotes the tensor product combined with the symmetrisation with 
respect to subscripts, is the example of natural operator which satisfies (4.19). 
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